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Abstract – The paper focuses on the implemented
library modules for vector control systems of AC drive.
The rapid prototyping and fast implementation of vector
control systems become possible with the created module
library. There are presented the performances and
characteristics of the main modules. The created control
structures were compared with other simulation results.
The control system structures are implemented in
configurable logic cells using Field Programmable Gate
Array (FPGA). The analyses of the modules give
information of the hardware resources needed to
implement all the control system as a parallel computing
structure.

In order to make the reconfiguration possible, there the
known control structures were deeply analysed. Kelemen
and Imecs in [5] presented most of the known control
structures for AC drive. As a result of the analyses it was
possible to create a module library. Each module of the
library was analysed separately from the viewpoint of used
hardware, and performances.
The functionality of the modules was tested for the
tandem converter. The results of this implementation and
analyses will be presented as follows.

Keywords: reconfigurable computing, FPGA, rapid
prototyping, vector control, tandem converter.

The “tandem” configuration was proposed as a new
solution of the SFC for medium- and high-power AC
drives [7], [8]. It is a hybrid SFC, which combines the
advantages of two components DC-link converters, which
are of different types and different power ranges, and they
are working in parallel arrangement. The control of the
tandem-converter-fed induction motor can be achieved
using conventional vector-control structures. If one of the
components SFCs fails, in order to continue the drive its
mission, the structure of the motor control system should
be change depending on the actual working component
SFC. Reconfigurable structure allows adapting the control
system - implemented on Field Programmable Gate Arrays
(FPGA) - to the actual operating situations.
The larger one of the component SFCs (Fig. 1) contains
a conventional Current-Source Inverter (CSI) operating
with 120° current wave-forms controlled by PulseAmplitude Modulation (PAM) and it converts the most part
of the motor feeding energy. The smaller component SFC
involves a well-known Voltage-Source Inverter (VSI)
controlled by Pulse-Width Modulation (PWM) and it
supplies the reactive power required to improve the quality
of the motor currents in order to compensate them in sinewave form. Consequently, the current is in each stator
phase (a, b or c) will be given by the two parallel working
inverters, i.e. by the CSI and the VSI, as follows:

I. INTRODUCTION
Most motor control applications concern with vector
control for AC drives. Vector control systems for induction
motors give the best dynamic behaviour. Analysing these
systems some modularity can be observed, which help fast
implementation of motor control applications in
reconfigurable structures [3], [10], [13], [14].
Reconfigurable hardware was used in vector control in
the last years for control system implementations [3], [11],
[12], [14]. In vector control systems, the reconfigurability
was introduced by Imecs et all in [1]. In this concept, each
configuration is considered as a state of a logic state
machine. When reconfiguration condition occurs, the
system will start reconfiguration process in which it
switches the current configuration to the next
corresponding one. This type of configuration is the
context switching and was developed by Sanders in [6].
While context switching is a reconfiguration technology for
Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA), the logic state
machine with different control system structure in each
state is a reconfiguration method for vector control
systems.

II. VECTOR CONTROL FOR TANDEM
CONVERTER
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library. As the three flux-computation modules can be
computed in a single equation, they will represent a single
module, with the following equations [5], [14]:
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Fig. 1. Tandem Converter Topology.

In this way it is no more necessary to apply PWM
procedure to control the whole energy, because a large
value of it is transferred through the PAM-CSI, operating
with reduced number of commutation. In comparison with
an equivalent PWM-VSI, the tandem converter switching
losses will be considerable reduced [2], [3].
III. ANALYSES OF VECTOR CONTROL SCHEMES
The analysis of the control schemes and especially the
reconfigurable tandem converter from Fig. 2 was
performed based on the following criteria:
•

•

•
•

)
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Given two vector control structures when common
modules exist:
o Which are the common modules in the
same position with the same function?
o Which are the common modules with
different functionality?
o Which are the particular modules of each
reconfigurable structure?
When reconfiguration condition occurs, is it
possible the output variable value transfer for the
modules on the same position or no output variable
value transfer allowed?
Is the output variable value transfer of the PI
controllers of the different schemes possible?
Is it possible to give a general mathematical form of
all the modules?

Resulting from the analyses, the created module library
should be universal for rapid prototyping of any vector
control system and from the prototype the implementation
should directly result.

(2.a)
(2.b)

In this way in the module library for the flux
computation there is one module, but when is needed it can
easily create all the three flux computation modules (Ψsd,q,
Ψmd.q, Ψrd,q). In this way one will separate the stator field
computation (Ψsd,q) and the flux compensation modules
(Ψmd,q, Ψrd,q). In addition, the library can handle both flux
oriented control schemes, such as rotor flux oriented and
stator flux oriented vector control system for any converter
fed AC drive.
One of the most common modules (often-used modules)
is the Vector Analyser (VA). It is used to compute different
modulus of different parameters. Its equations given in the
general forms as follows:

g = g d2 + g q2 ; sin λ =

gq
g

; cos λ =

gd
g

(3.)

The other two modules, which are also common in many
control structures, are the Coordinate Transformation
Modules (CooT[D(λ)], CooT[D(-λ)]) with the general
equations:

g sdλr = g sd cos λ r ± g sq sin λ r ;

(4.a)

g sqλr = g sq cos λ r m g sd sin λ r ;

(4.b)

For all the mentioned modules when reconfiguration
occurs there is no need for output variable transfer as they
do all the computation for the actual sample values.
The modules where one has to consider the output
variable transfer is for example the so called control
strategy block, represented in this case by the PI
controllers of speed, current and torque. These modules
are called together “control strategy block”, as they can be
realised in many ways. The control strategy can be
implemented using fuzzy logic, neural networks, or other
intelligent control methods. The most critical part of the
reconfiguration is the output variable value transfer of the
PI controllers. In the case when (as is shown in Fig. 2) the
output variables of the controllers are different in each state
(in one case this is the current reference i Ref , and on the
sd ,qλr

other case is the voltage reference

Ref
v sd
,qλr

), the output

variable value transfer cannot be solved.
One may observe in the module analysis, that the flux
computation modules are common for both control
schemes (in the example given by the structure in Fig. 2)
and so they are one of the most used modules in the module

The modularity is important when the implementation
target is reconfigurable hardware such as Field
Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) [10].
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Fig. 2. Reconfigurable control system for the tandem converter-fed induction motor.

IV. LIBRARY MODULES PERFORMANCES
The control of the actuators, represented by the AC
motor together with the SFC and the electrical and
mechanical
sensors
assembly,
impose
real-time
performance of the control system algorithm. Also one may
conclude that decreasing the sampling period the control
system can perform better. On the other hand, decreasing
the sampling period, this can impose very short
reconfiguration time if reconfiguration is needed, as it is
the case of the tandem converter presented in Fig. 2. The
performances of the control system directly depend on the
performances of each module, when parallel computation is
applied.

presented in Fig. 3. As observed the hardware resources
consumed by the coordinate transformations are
significant. The equations (4) are implemented in four
input 1222 look up tables (LUT), which correspond also to
15579 equivalent gates.

Release 4.1.03i - Map E.33
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----------------------------------------------------------------------Number of Slices:
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3,072 20%
Number of Slices containing
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Number used as a route-thru: 14
Total equivalent gate count for design:
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The DelaySummaryReport
The Score for this design is: 5342
The Average Connection Delayfor this design is: 1.969 ns
The MaximumPin Delayis:
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When the performances of each module were analysed
one considers two criterions:
1. The hardware resources used by the module in the
FPGA, i.e. how many configurable logic blocks
(CLB) are needed to implement the function?
2. Which is the worst-case time delay? (i.e. the
maximum speed of the module, depending on the
FPGA type used.)
There are some module implementation presented in the
following:
A.

Coordinate Transformation CooT[D(+/-λ)]

Equations (4) represent the general form of the
CooT[D(λ)] block. The implementation results are

Fig. 3. Hardware Resources Consumed And Time Delay Introduced
By The Module Coot[D(-λ)]
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The high gate count may be a disadvantage of the
developed module library, while the time delay introduced
by the module is a positive result, which have to be
considered when computation speed is important. The
maximum pin delay is 10.256 ns.
The quantisation error for both components d and q is
presented in Fig.4. It can be observed that for the data
structure used (16 bit 4.12 signed data format) the
quantisation error can be accepted.

Fig. 5 shows the characteristics of the flux controller. Only
9% of the total slices were used to implement the module,
which is equivalent to 24 four input LUT and 5731
equivalent gate. The maximum pin delay is 4.126 ns.
C.

Vector Analyser (VA)

One of the most resource-consuming module is the
Vector Analyser (VA), which computes the equations (3).
To show this we present the implementation on
Configurable System on a Chip (CSOC). The
implementation of this module unfortunately consumes
56% of the CSOC resources, as is shown in Fig. 6. The VA
implementation in the CSOC occupied 56% of the
available 2048 CSL cells. For this reason the parallel
implementation in the CSOC was abandoned and a
sequential method will be developed.
C lock: XT A L
Sum m ary
Start Pin

E nd Pin
Total
(ns)
Ib.0_IN LA T C H.g S in_l.0_O U TR EG .d 614.361

D elay D etails
X
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Fig.4. Quantisation error of block CooT[D(-λ)]

Ib.0_IN LA T C H.g --> Ib.0_IN LAT C H .q
delay=2.197 ns
Ib.0_IN LA T C H.q --> M 2q.M U LT _Y 0_X0_M .x
delay=15.112 ns
M 2q.M U LT _Y 0_X0_M.x --> M 2q.M U LT _Y 0_X0_M .co
delay=2.922 ns
M 2q.M U LT _Y 0_X0_M.co --> M 2q.M U LT _Y 0_X1_M .ci
delay=1.174 ns

The implementation was analysed for Virtex FPGA
chips with the constraints to minimise for speed.

C S L R esource U tilization

B. Flux Controller
C S L C ells

One of the modules, which have different structure from
the universal computation module [15] is the PI controller.
The implementation result of one of the PI controller (flux
controller ) is shown in Fig. 5
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Fig. 6. CSL implementation of Vector Analyser module

In the VA module there is the most resource consuming
operation of all the control system. This operation is the
square root (sqrt) operation (Fig. 7). The most often used
method to implement the sqrt is the LUT method.
Device utilization summary:
Number of External IOBs
50 out of 224 22%
Flops:
0
Latches:
0
Number of CLBs
288 out of 784 36%
Total Latches:
0 out of 1568
0%
Total CLB Flops:
543 out of 1568 34%
4 input LUTs:
151 out of 1568
9%
3 input LUTs:
193 out of 784
24%
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The Number of signals not completely routed for this design is: 0
The Average Connection Delay for this design is:
5.384 ns
The Maximum Pin Delay is:
42.090 ns
The Average Connection Delay on the 10 Worst Nets is:
8.730 ns

Fig. 7. FPGA resources used in the sqrt function implementation and time
delays.

Fig. 5. Hardware resources consumed and time deley introduced by the
module flux controller
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The implementation method chosen in this case was not
the LUT method, as the sum of the two components (d2+q2)
results from real time computation.
The obtained results for this operation are 9 % of the
total resources of the FPGA, which is equivalent to 288
CLBs. The maximum pin delay is 42 ns, which is the worst
time delay in the above presented modules.
VI.

SIMULATION RESULTS

The Simulation of the CSI-fed vector control system for
AC drive was simulated using MATLAB-Simulink®
environment. The simulation structure used the module
library created and presented in [14]. The induction motor
data are: 5.5 kW, 50 Hz, 220 Vrms, 14 Arms, cosφ = 0.735 and
720 rpm (4 pole-pairs).

Fig. 11. Stator-terminal-voltage space.

Fig. 12. Dynamic speed-torque mechanical diagram.

Fig.8. CSI output-current space phasor.

Fig. 13. Electromagnetic torque and electric angular speed.

Fig. 9. Capacitor-current space phasor.

Fig. 14. Rotor and stator resultant flux.

Fig. 10. Stator-flux space phasor.

The simulation was performed for the reference value of
the electrical angular speed of +94.2rad/s and at time 0.5s
a speed inversion was made to reference –94.2 rad/s. The
results are presented at the above figures.
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CONCLUSIONS

The performance of the implemented modules and the
consumed hardware resources are different, depending on
the type of the chip (FPGA or CSOC). As the
implementation process uses the method called hardwaresoftware co-design, there were implemented in both type of
chips the same modules, in order to decide, which performs
better and which occupies less hardware resources since the
structure of the CSOC Configurable System Logic (CSL) is
slightly different from the FPGA CLB.
From the implementation resulted that choosing FPGAs,
may be implemented in parallel all the control structures in
a high performance and high-density chip, while choosing
CSOC there is need a sequential implementation.
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